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We like
to make
it personal
So, from all the team at
TCS The Complete Service,
TCSforless, TCS The Carpet Specialists
and Royal Coil, we’d like to say
Thank You for the great response
we received at this years
January Furniture Show.
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Serving Independent Retailers
Always by your side
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Telephone: 00353 429 351 351
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upholstery dining bedroom carpets
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An odd marriage
Combining Sainsbury’s
and Argos might not seem
an obvious strategy, but it
does make sense in this
online age
A few years ago if you wanted to know the
going price for something you flicked
through the Argos catalogue. Then
the Internet arrived and today we are far
more likely to use Amazon as our go to
price guide.
This change of approach is part of the
reason Sainsbury’s wants to own Argos. As
well as cutting costs by moving Argos stores
to its supermarkets, combining head office
functions and cross-selling to the two chains’
customers, Sainsbury’s wants access to Argos’
distribution network.
Amazon raised the bar on delivery with
Prime. In response, and as part of its efforts
to reinvent itself as a digital retailer, Argos
has been offering delivery by 10pm for
orders made by 6pm. For large items delivery
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will be the next day if ordered by 8pm.
It is this service that Mike Coupe,
Sainsbury’s chief executive, is betting on to
attract shoppers who want the convenience
of online shopping with the instant
gratification they would get if they had
physically gone to the store.
Presuming the deal goes through – and
there doesn’t seem to be a queue of rival
bidders waiting in the wings – and Coupe
can achieve the much more difficult task of
integrating the chains, he may succeed in
creating a retailer that can compete with
Amazon and John Lewis on delivery and
breadth of products.
Delivery was one of the aspects that
suppliers at the January Furniture Show
tried to differentiate themselves with.
Delivery from stock and direct home delivery
were messages heard time and time again.
But whereas Sainsbury’s/Argos has no
problem with delivering in liveried vans,
many independent retailers still want their
name on the vehicle, not that of a logistics
company.
Solving that particular contradiction will
probably take longer than successfully
marrying the bride and groom.
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DELIVERING
s o l u t i o n s

EVERYDAY

Introducing...
ACCESSORIES
....an innovative range of

Our range of furniture and flooring
protection accessories add the finishing
touches to provide the perfect finish at
home or in the office.
From hiding the expansion gap around
radiator pipes, to protecting floor surfaces
from scratches, helping reduce furniture leg
impressions, stabilising wobbly furniture,
or keeping a door open safely we have
the solution.
These attractive and simple to use
products can even be made up into
your own point of sale pack for
display to your customers!

MULTI PRODUCT RANGE
Self adhesive felts

Quick-Click floor protectors
Radiator pipe rosettes
Castor cup floor protector
POS Display (interchangeble products)

LIKE TO KNOW MORE?
email info@stroolmount.co.uk
OR vist: www.stroolmount.co.uk
website above RRP please contact via email for trade prices

Unit 2a & 3 | Harvey Court | Harvey Lane | Golborne
Near Warrington WA3 3QN | Tel: 01942 271 271
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DON’T GO AHEAD AND
BOOK GREENWOOD NOW,
UNLESS YOU KNOW
IT’S RIGHT FOR YOU…
“York Was Drowning… the Police Closed the
Street and Told Everyone to Stay Away. The
phones & card machines were down, yet, we took
two Months Business in the first week of our
3rd Greenwood Sale!
Martyn Macdonald, Director, Macdonalds of York
“Our Seventh Greenwood Sale equalled a
remarkable 35% of our annual turnover during the
three weeks!”
Philip Heath, Dir. of Trading, Sturtons & Tappers.
“Our Third Greenwood Event is well on the way
to being our best ever - proof that Greenwood
Events really do consistently work!”
Nicky Gilligan, Owner, Liberty Furnishings &
Carpets, Newtown
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NEWS

£1.3bn Argos deal will
‘future-proof’ Sainsbury’s
Supermarket chain Sainsbury’s says its proposed £1.3bn
takeover of Home Retail Group, owner of Argos, will ‘futureproof’ it.
Mike Coupe, J Sainsbury chief executive, says the deal will
allow consumers to shop ‘whenever and wherever’ they
want. ‘We can bake a bigger cake and do a better job for our
customers than we can do as separate businesses. Our
customers want us to offer more choice and for that choice
to be faster than ever, driven by the rise of mobile phone
and digital technology.’
Coupe plans to close some Argos branches as leases
expire and open concessions in Sainsbury’s stores. The
supermarket says the leases of around half of Argos’ 734 UK
stores are due for renewal over the next four to five years,
and it is believed to have identified between 150 and 200
stores which it could shut and move into a nearby
Sainsbury’s store.
He says the combined businesses will boost sales growth,
improve delivery networks, and allow them to sell their
products to each other’s customers.
Sainsbury’s expects synergies of at least £120m year, with
half coming from moving Argos stores to supermarkets, a
third from head office costs and the remainder from selling
its homewares and clothing through Argos. It says achieving
the synergies will cost £140m over three years and a further
£140m on store fit-out costs over the same time.

Stores will be
moved to
Sainsbury’s
branches

Coupe says about 40% of its shoppers have bought goods
from Sainsbury’s and Argos, and that the success of 10
Argos concessions already in the supermarkets showed
there was no clash between the brands.
‘This is one of the myths that seems to be constantly
peddled. There is a slight difference [in the groups’
customers] but it’s pretty marginal. When you talk to
customers in shops they get this. They think it’s delightfully
simple and makes life easier,’ says Coupe.
The deal is conditional on the agreed sale of HRG’s
Homebase to Australian conglomerate Wesfarmers going
through. Wesfarmers plans to rebrand Homebase in favour
of its Australian Bunnings Warehouse chain in the next three
to five years. It says it will invest £500m on updating stores
and opening new ones, in contrast to HRG’s recent approach
of cutting costs and closing stores.

Sentence date set for bed boss Jobs to go at Brintons
Kozee Sleep and Layzee Sleep boss
Mohammed Rafiq is to be
sentenced on 12 February after
being found guilty of conspiracy to
traffic individuals within the UK.
A jury at Leeds Crown Court had
been told how an investigation into
Kozee Sleep, based in Dewsbury,
and its subsidiary Layzee Sleep,
based in Batley, began after two
Hungarians, Janos Orsos and
Ferenc Illes, were arrested over
human trafficking allegations.
Large numbers of Hungarian
men were employed at Rafiq’s
Kozee Sleep factory, supplied by
Orsos.
Prosecutor Christopher Tehrani
QC, said Rafiq knew Orsos’s
organisation would source him
‘cheap slave labour to work at
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Kozee Sleep and Layzee Sleep
factories’.
The jury heard that Orsos was
paid £3 an hour for the workers,
well below the national minimum
wage. In turn he paid the workers
just £10 a week with the promise of
£1,000 after six months.
Tehrani said Rafiq was ‘aware of
the circumstances of the Hungarian
nationals who were working at
these sites and went along with
their exploitation as a slave
workforce. The prosecution submits
that this course of offending
demonstrates a persistent
campaign of exploitation involving
many Hungarian men over a
prolonged period of time.’
Rafiq, 60, of Batley, had denied
the charge.

Some 65 jobs are to be lost at Brintons Carpets plant
at Kidderminster, but affected workers could be
offered positions at its Telford plant.
‘In order to maintain and strengthen our position
as one of the world’s leading suppliers of bespoke
carpets, it’s vital we constantly review our business
operations to ensure we remain competitive. As a
result, we are proposing to restructure production
processes at our Kidderminster site to include newer
and more modern methods of production, with a
greater focus on higher technology processes,’ says
Rob Greenfield, Brintons group manufacturing and
logistics director.
He says the proposed restructure will enable the
company to offer a more modern and flexible
production environment, placing it at the forefront
of global carpet production and bring woven carpet
manufacturing into the 21st century.
’We will, where possible, seek opportunities for
voluntary redundancy, as well as offering new
positions at our Telford plant,’ he says.

Reassuringly resilient and famous for being
the hardest-wearing, Duralay underlays are engineered
to be tough in every ﬂooring situation.
The Duralay range features our renowned recycled
crumb rubber plus specialist solutions for wood, laminate,
underﬂoor heating and contract applications so
every ﬂoor can be protected by Duralay.

UK Sales: 01706 238 810 www.interﬂoor.com

love your floor™

Introducing Scorpius.
The brightest star in the Invictus constellation
New Invictus from Associated Weavers was
launched last autumn to resounding acclaim
from the trade. So much so that we are now
adding the new style Scorpius to this unique
collection. Scorpius features eleven plain
colours, all at the height of fashion for today’s
interiors. This is another example of our
technical ability to combine the softest
polypropylene yarn with deep-down durability.

Yet, at just 1190 grams, Scorpius remains the
most competitively priced product in the
Invictus range. Just to add a sting to the tail,
there’ll be two more exciting newcomers to
Invictus this year. Make 2016 the year that
you added heather shades Perseus and Pegasus,
as well as subtle plains Orion and Sirius and
now Scorpius, to the collection of rising stars
in your showroom.

Big benefits for even stronger sales
Scorpius is the softest polypropylene carpet available anywhere today. Most carpets are only
available in 4m and 5m widths but Scorpius is a multi width carpet in 2m, 2.5m, 3m, 4m and 5m
variants. It has a lustrous, stain-resistant finish with high bulk to give it a true competitive edge.
As with all of the Invictus range, Scorpius is manufactured from 100% bleach-cleanable
polypropylene, crafted from our unique iVinci SDO StainAway yarn, with a 20-year stain and
wear warranty. Our hero-image Maori is famed for his worshipping of the stars. The reason he
looks so worried is that he knows that Invictus is rapidly becoming more invincible than he is.
This is your invitation to follow the fortunes of our big stars of the future.

How to make Scorpius your star turn
Good presentation of Invictus in your showroom with our
distinctive POS display unit will ensure that it becomes a
star turn in 2016. We’ll also be adding another display
unit to make sure that further new ranges get off to a
flying start against the competition. In particular, look out
for Hercules Twist and Hyperion, coming soon. Make sure
that everyone can see the benefits by ordering a display
unit through your area manager, who will be visiting your
showroom to give you all the good news.

Look for the Buttery
NE
FO W R
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Associated Weavers
Sales: 01422 431100 Email: salesuk@awe.be

NEWS

Sales and shares
boost for ScS
Upholstery and flooring retailer ScS
saw its shares leap after reporting an
increase in sales over the Christmas
period.
The group says like for like orders
for the 25 weeks to 16 January were
up by 8.8%, which it describes as
‘a pleasing result against tough
comparatives’.
Sales at ScS and its House of Fraser
concessions remained strong over
the Christmas and January sales
period.
Orders for the 16 week period to
14 November were up by 7.9%.
As a result it expects profits for the
half-year to be ‘significantly’ higher.
‘While we still have key trading
periods over Easter and the two May
Bank Holidays in the current financial

year, we are delighted with the
performance over the Christmas
and January sales period and for
the year to date,’ says David Knight,
ScS ceo.
Its share price rose by 18% to 180p,
valuing it at £72m. Last January it
floated at 190p and peaked at 229p in
March before collapsing to 143p in
May when it warned of a major slump
in Bank Holiday sales.
Meanwhile, the chain has named
Chris Muir as its new chief financial
officer. He will join on 4 April
after leaving vehicle hire group
Northgate, where he is group finance
director.
Muir succeeds Ron Turnbull, who
announced in August he wanted to
leave after 11 years at ScS.

Positive start
for Topps Tiles
Tiles and flooring chain Topps Tiles has
seen sales rise again. The 340-store
retailer saw like for like sales increase by
4.4% in the 13 weeks to 2 January.
During the quarter it introduced 17
ranges – lines introduced in the past year
accounted for 8.9% of sales in the
quarter – while it completed its second
‘lab store’ with new displays and
merchandising.
‘I am pleased to report an encouraging
start to the financial year with like for
like sales growth of 4.4% in the first
quarter. Our strategy of “out-specialising
the specialists” continues to be very
effective and we are confident that our
plan for 2016 will see us deliver
additional profitable sales growth as
we further extend the appeal of the
Topps brand,’ says Matthew Williams,
Topps Tiles ceo.
During the quarter it also saw the end
of its clearance stores and completed the
move of support functions to its
Leicester head office.

Carpetright margins dip despite winter boost
Carpetright has enjoyed a good winter
sale performance but warned that
margins have slipped.
The chain says UK like for like sales
were 6% higher in the four weeks to
23 January. In the 12 week period like for
like sales were up 2.4%, but total sales
were 1.3% lower.
It warned that UK margins would drop
by between 100 and 150 basis points in
the full year, compared with a previous
forecast of 70 basis points, because of
greater promotions and higher bed and
smooth flooring sales, on which margins
are lower.
Like for like sales in the Republic of
Ireland, Belgium and Netherlands rose by
4.2% and by 4.4% in total. When
converted to sterling, sales were 2.7%
lower.
‘In the UK, we delivered our ninth
consecutive quarter of like for like sales
growth. While we saw some softening of
like for likes in the pre-Christmas period,
reflecting lower footfall, customer
numbers recovered in the important
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Margins
are lower
on beds

January sale period,’ says Wilf Walsh,
Carpetright chief executive.
‘Our trading performance over the last
four weeks, with like for like growth of
6.0% against exceptionally strong prior
year comparatives, gives us confidence
that the enhanced IFC offer and strong
promotions launched on Boxing Day are

hitting the spot with our customers.
‘Like for like sales growth in our Rest of
Europe business was better than
expected as consumer spending
continued to recover, particularly in the
Netherlands and the Republic of Ireland.’
It still expects to make between £17m£18m for the full year.

NEWS

Wools of New Zealand to
check origins of products

people

Products that claim to use New Zealand wool are to be
tested by Wools of New Zealand to establish they are using
it and not replacing it with wool from other countries.
Rosstan Mazey, the recently appointed WoNZ chief
executive, told Interiors Monthly at Domotex that it is
developing a database of wool from the New Zealand
farmers that own the company.
Initially this will enable it to test if products are using
wool from the country, with the aim of having a system by
the summer that will allow traceability of the wool through
the supply chain on a farm by farm basis.
WoNZ wants to maintain the premium New Zealand wool
obtains thanks to its whiteness. To boost this it has
co-developed a scouring technology that produces a
significantly whiter wool that is better for dyeing. Mazey
says WoNZ is looking to initially license the technology and
then possibly buy it. Fibre using the technology will be
branded as Glacial XT.
Producers will be able to dye a wider range of colours and
shades. Sample colours seen at Domotex are more vibrant
and initial results show it to offer much more colourfastness,
Mazey says. The dyed fibres will be branded as Kiteq.

Simon Hewitt (above left) has
become md at Litmus Furniture, the
agency founded by his father Peter
in 1995 and agent in the UK and
Ireland for German bedroom
manufacturer Wiemann. It also
represents Spanish upholstery
supplier Gamamobel. ‘It’s two years
since Simon joined the business and
it was always the intention for me to
step to one side and let him take the
lead once he had got his feet under
the table,’ says Peter.
Steve Henning has taken over as md
of Vispring, following the retirement
of Mike Meehan after 20 years.
Henning joins from Dyson, where he
was global account director.
Previous to that, he was president
for Asia at kitchen firm Franke
Group. Meehan remains a director
of Vispring and sister retailer And So
To Bed.
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Steinhoff International has given
Maurice Hasani the role of
overseeing the development of
mattress manufacturing operations
across continental Europe. Before
joining the group Hasani sat on the
board of the Cauval Group which
owns the Dunlopillo and Treca
brands in Europe, and was general
manager of Sapsa, licensee of the
Tempur Sealy brands. He has spent
more than 16 years in the mattress
manufacturing sector.
Steve Woodhead, Interfloor
marketing director, has left the
underlay and accessories group.
‘I have been with the business for
10 years and I’ve decided that now is
a good time for me to move on and
develop some new business
interests closer to my home in Leeds.
I was a part of the management
team that acquired Interfloor in 2005
for what was then, I thought, a three
year project. Despite the economic
turbulence of the past few years we
have emerged a strong, competitive
and profitable business. With the
sale of Interfloor to Victoria I have
achieved my personal objectives

Interiors Monthly February 2016

WoNZ wants to ensure products are using the right wool

‘The world is looking more and more to have a direct
connection with producers: in our case the farmers. We want
to maintain the integrity of the products that are using New
Zealand wool and will test products that claim to be using
New Zealand wool to check that it is New Zealand wool,’ he
says.

Alan Lloyd
The funeral of former Merseyside flooring retailer Alan
Lloyd, who died on 23 January, was held on 5 February.
Lloyd, 86, moved to Formby in 1960 with his wife
Barbara and opened carpet store Cardova. They ran the
store until retirement in 1995.
He is survived by his wife, two daughters Janine and
Kerris, and four grandchildren. ‘Dad was a very ethical
businessman, who treated his staff fairly. He ran the
carpet shop for 35 years. So many people in Formby
bought carpets from my dad,’ says Janine.
and so now is a good time for me to
go,’ he says.
Woodhead has been succeeded
by Laura Ashall. She was director of
marketing at Weber UK for six years
until December 2014 and worked
with John Cooper, Interfloor ceo for
almost five years.
Steve Rowe (left),
Marks & Spencer
general
merchandise
executive director,
is to succeed Marc
Bolland as the

chain’s chief executive. The former
furniture category manager will take
the top job in April.
Rowe has spent his career at
Marks & Spencer, starting in 1989
and holding a variety of roles within
store management. He joined head
office in 1992 as a merchandiser for
menswear, working across all areas
of the group. In 1998 he became
category manager in the furniture
department, leading the team
developing the home growth
strategy. He was appointed head of
home categories in 2003 going on to
become director of home in 2004.

Comfort

Style

Sophistication

Lebus Upholstery Ltd, Queensway Ind Est, Dunlop Way, Scunthorpe, Lincolnshire, DN16 3RN, United Kingdom

For more information contact:

t. 01724 407 751

e. sales@lebus.co.uk

www.furlongﬂooring.co.uk

Royale
Saxony
Carefree excellence
now comes with stripes

At Furlong Flooring we’re constantly striving
to improve our product offer to customers.
Keeping up with modern trends and styles is of
paramount importance, and with that in mind we’ve added
stripes to complement the plains in our new launch Royale Saxony.
Winter Stripes is added to our cool, pastelle ranges whilst
Summer Stripes adds to our warm, natural ranges.
Manufactured with our own Carefree ﬁbre, this collection is stain resistant,
bleach cleanable and available with a FREE 7 year wear & stain warranty.
Plains are available in 4m & 5m widths, with Stripes in 4m width.
So why not take a look at this stylish new addition?
To take advantage contact us today or visit our website.
T H E F U R LO N G F LO O R I N G P O R T F O L I O

www.furlongﬂooring.co.uk
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Sales: Preston - 01772 696 787
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Dartford - 01322 628 707
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Gloucester - 0845 520 0800

NEW PRODUCTS

1

3

1 At Domotex Unilin revealed the results of
its testing on Quick-Step and Pergo flooring
for stain resistance, wear, and gloss resistance
compared with other products. ‘Quality is
and always will be one of our company’s key
values,’ says Carl Plyson, Unilin flooring
division wood general manager. ‘These test
results prove our efforts make a difference.’
Visit: www.quick-step.co.uk
2 Ultimate Style is the latest trend-defining
cushion flooring collection from Avenue
Floors. Featuring the latest in wood and
stone looks, this 19-strong collection brings
some of the hottest looks in interior style.
From the hexagonal stone of James to the
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2

4

herringbone stone of Bilbao, Ultimate Style
features 12 designs.
Tel: 0800 032 3970
3 Cormar Carpets’ Sensation Supreme is the
fifth member of the easy clean Sensation
portfolio and, as with the other ranges, is
made from 100% two-ply Luxelle soft
polypropylene. The combination of a deep
pile in a heavier pile weight and the extra
twist in the yarn gives the range a distinctive,
luxurious look and feel.
Visit: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk
4 The softness and luxury of Balta
Broadloom’s Satino collection can now be

5

given the room they deserve in-store thanks
to two powerful POS concepts: large sample
cards packed full of inspiration and a doublesided lectern. Retailers can make the most
out of Satino Royale and Satino Romantica
their way.
Tel: 00 3256 622 211
5 Made from 100% pure new wool, Pampas
Highlands by Kersaint Cobb is soft
underfoot and ideal for a living space or cosy
bedroom. Consisting of five tonally warm
shades, this luxurious range will add depth to
any room through its soft palette and eyecatching pile.
Visit: http://kersaintcobb.co.uk


NEW PRODUCTS

6

9

7

10

8

6 F&X Carpets has introduced the Joy,
Meridian, Capital and Casa collections to its
Suretex brand of stain-resistant carpet.
Extruding the yarn in-house has also allowed
the manufacturer to include UV-protection
throughout the collection. The UV-absorbing
additives prevent damage to the
polypropylene, meaning the carpets provide
a better long-term solution.
Tel: 07976 607 657
7 Placing modern twists on vintage classics is
the 2016 mantra for premium rug producer
Louis de Poortere as it continues to take
rug creativity to new levels, delivering design
innovation and premium quality with its
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striking collections, including Mosaiq:
unmistakably de Poortere with a sprinkling
of contemporary magic dust.
Visit: www.louisdepoortere.com
8 Armed with Lano’s Star Lawn and Easy
Lawn collections, flooring retailers can
welcome spring with a new revenue stream.
Providing all year round greenery and no
maintenance, artificial grass is a great choice
in urban settings and smaller gardens where
it can be simply fitted and quickly enjoyed.
Tel: 00 800 5266 5266
9 The Academy for Excellence in Flooring
has built its reputation as one of the UK’s

foremost training facilities for flooring
professionals looking to gain a business
advantage through ensuring course content
is comprehensive and covers real-life
situations encountered by installers.
Visit: www.quick-step-academy.co.uk
10 Crafted from extra strong easy care fibre
for assured performance throughout the
home, Crown Floors’ Langholm carpet has a
dozen on-trend colours, including eight
shades of grey including Blackcap, Grey Lace,
Cloud Castle and Spotlight. The 44oz style
features on Crown Floors’ latest tombola, as
well as on updated wall units and lecterns.
Visit: www.crownfloors.co.uk


NEW PRODUCTS

11

12

13

14

11 XLCork’s range of cork
products includes a giant
champagne cooler (pictured), side
tables, stools, door stops and bar
stools.
Visit: www.xlcork.com
12 Designed and woven in
Axminster using the finest British
wool, the Royal Borough Collection
from Axminster Carpets
combines the natural beauty of
undyed wool with contemporary
colours and weaves to create a
carpet interesting to the eye, soft
underfoot and perfect for today’s
lifestyles.
Visit: www.axminstercarpets.co.uk
13 Siren Furniture offers a wide
range of upholstery designs for
all retailers, from major groups
to independents. Pictured is

20

Flavia in Shetland fabric.
Tel: 01159 737 070
14 With a design inspired by cloud
formations, the supersoft shaggy
polyester Cirrus epitomises Flair
Rugs’ consistent introduction of
high quality rugs. Cirrus has a
premium touch and feel and a
sheen in a striking colour palette
including pastel blues, greys and
creams, and subtle metallic hues.
Visit: www.flairrugs.com
15 What is the code for the
Flexible Axle Seam Roller in the
Floorwise flooring tools
catalogue? The correct answer
could win you £1,000 worth of
tools. The catalogue is available
from 22 Floorwise locations across
the UK and Ireland.
Visit: www.floorwise.co.uk
/toolspromotion
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29th February & 1st March 2016
Chelsea FC, Stamford Bridge,
London
One Special Venue, One Special Show
DOMESTIC•CONTRACT•HOSPITALITY
The BFM will host over 30 exhibitors from Belgium,
Spain, Italy, Turkey and the UK showing a wide range
of fabrics, synthetics and leathers.
For more information, a full exhibitor list and to register
your attendance go to:

www.bfm.org.uk/londonfabric2016
or contact Mike Dimond on 01494 569124

SERVICE

Richard Renouf

Independent issues
Tips for resolving problems with suppliers
‘It’s all very well for customers and their
rights, but why won’t suppliers bend
over backwards for me when I’m forced
to do that for my customer?’ This is a
familiar cry, especially from small
businesses; when things go wrong the
supplier won’t always reimburse the
retailer the full cost of resolving a
complaint.
What can be done about this? It’s a
problem that has arisen because the law
assumes a retailer knows his business
and has the strength and knowledge to
negotiate fair deals with suppliers. But
the consumer is assumed to be ignorant
and in need of protection from
unscrupulous traders (sadly, there are
some) so the law gives the consumer
statutory rights that can’t be avoided.
In practice, most suppliers have
stringent terms and conditions and most
small retailers are unable to avoid them if
they want to sell that supplier’s goods, or
they’re unaware of the meaning of the
‘Ts&Cs’ and don’t bother to get legal
advice to help them understand the risks.
So what can you do? In response to

feedback from a small retailer last month,
I have some suggestions that should be
helpful.
 Ditch the difficult suppliers, or at the
least, talk to them. Is it worth selling a
particular range of goods if the supplier’s
attitude will erode your profit margins
over the course of your relationship?
You may feel that they won’t worry
about losing your account, but if more
retailers did this, they’d soon buck up
their ideas. I know a few suppliers that
have a reputation for poor customer
service, but the ones I’ve spoken to
about this clearly don’t intend to give
that impression. And, they tell me, they
don’t hear any grumbles from their
account holders.
 Build good relationships with your
suppliers. Not only with the reps, but
with their customer service agents, too.
Suppliers know which of their accounts
can be trusted and which are more likely
to try something on. If you go on a
factory or warehouse visit, make sure you
meet your customer service contact so
you’re more than just a name. And

Having a good relationship with suppliers helps gets problems resolved
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although you may occasionally ask for a
favour, never ever mislead the supplier
about a complaint to try to wangle
something out of them. It won’t pay in
the long run.
 Team up with other retailers. Join a
buying group so you can take advantage
of its buying power and ability to
encourage suppliers to resolve
complaints. Talk to other retailers at trade
events to find out who the good
suppliers are, and share your experiences
to help others avoid the bad ones.
 There are independent consultants
(like me, but others are available) who, in
the event of a more serious dispute
either with a customer or supplier can
give you an independent assessment of
what’s gone wrong and why. If this
means you have a stronger case against
your supplier (or are saved the cost and
time of pursuing a complaint that isn’t
valid) it will be worth it.
Visit: www.richard-renouf.com
Richard Renouf is an independent
furnishings consultant
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North Wales, Cheshire
Matt Bell 07980 223303
Scotland
James Hall 07787 140136
Yorkshire, North East England
Steve Allitt 07971 952873
East Midlands
Charlotte Jarvis 07460 875070
Northern Ireland
Shane O’Neill 00353 87 6491119
South West, South Wales
Adam Nicol 07885 738975
London, Berkshire, Essex,
Hertfordshire, South East
Jon Marsh 07976 795821
Zac Marsh 07828 663325
Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgeshire
Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire
Richard Cooper 07860 525245
Belgium D[äXZ
J Peeters 0032 475 71 08 69
0032 51 320 543
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North West, Midlands,
Southern Ireland
Paul Hugo (Sales Manager)
07813 714498

, at affo
rda

Representation:

RANGE NAME

BACKING COMPOSITION

BEDROOM BLISS
BARBADOS
BROOKLYN
GARDA
GARDA
GARDA SUPREME
FESTIVAL
ISTANBUL
NEW IZMIR
KENSINGTON carved
MILANO
NAPELS
NORFOLK
NEW FARO
NEW FARO
MANHATTAN
OPERA
PICASSO
PALERMO
PRADO
QUEENS
RICHMOND
HILTON
ROMA
RACHEL
SATURNUS
SYMPHONY SYMPHONY
SENSUALITY
SENSUALITY DELUXE
SIENNA
SILKY
TELSTAR
TORINO
TORINO
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
BERNABEU
NOU CAMP
OLD TRAFFORD
OLYMPIC
SAO PAOLO

heavy felt
ab
ab
felt
ab
ab
felt
ab
felt
woven
ab
felt
felt
ab
felt
ab
ab
felt
ab
heavy felt
ab
woven
woven
felt
ab/felt
felt
ab
ab
ab
felt
ab
felt
felt
ab
ab
ab
preco
preco
preco
preco
preco

100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
ZETALON
ZETALON
100 % pp
PA Nylon 6.6
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp
100 % pp

H & V Carpets are a leading Belgium carpet
manufacturer, supplying roll stock only, via retail oulets.
Our collection of over 20 ranges gives a wide and varied
choice for every budget. We pride ourselves on providing
on trend carpets, at affordable prices. Contact your local
area rep to view the full collection and begin to enjoy
prices and product that are second to none.
H&V Carpets BVBA, Nijverheidsstraat 26, 8760 Meulebeke, Belgium

Join us at Wool
Floor Show London
At Chelsea Football Club Stamford Bridge

FREE ADMISSION

23rd and 24th March 2016
10.00am – 5.00pm
ADAM
AXMINSTER BALL AND YOUNG BRINTONS BRITISH WOOL MARKETING
BOARD BROCKWAY BRONTE CAVALIER CHROMATONE CORMAR CRUCIAL TRADING
EDEL TELENZO GASKELL WOOL RICH HUGH MACKAY JACARANDA KINGSMEAD
MANX M.I.D CARPETS MR TOMKINSON ROGER OATES DESIGN RUCKSTUHL AG
SEBO STEVENS & GRAHAM ULSTER WESTEX WHITESTONE WEAVERS WOOLSAFE

This exciting new event for wool ﬂooring provides a retail
trade, design and contract showcase in central London.
Supported by some of the wool carpet industry’s most
respected manufacturer brands, it will host trade stands
and inspirational design and trend showcases as well as
new promotional and educational programmes to support
the carpet and ﬂooring sector. Put it on your diary now and
make this the ‘Must See’ event for your business!

NEW

Understanding Wool
Fibre for Carpets
We launched our new WooliBook at
Harrogate last year and we want to share
it with you - it’s free and full of all the
incredible beneﬁts and science of real
wool for carpet. Register for this fantastic
retail asset at Wool Floor Show London!

NEW
Our exciting new website for wool
carpet retailers and consumers will
offer everything your store needs to
create a top class retail experience and
be the new website for promoting real
wool to consumers. Come along, ﬁnd
out all about it and sign up!

NEW

Roger Oates Carpets

Brockway Carpets

Brintons Carpets

Crucial Trading

SEE THE WINNERS
OF THE NEW
INTERNATIONAL
WOOL CARPET
& RUG AWARDS!

Pre-register at WFSL@campaignforwool.org
www.woolﬂoorshow.co.uk #WoolFSL

britishwool.org.uk
#britishwool

campaignforwool.org
#choosewool

RUGS

Design champions
Winners of the Domotex awards
The annual Domotex Carpet Design Awards rewards
the best in rugs. The winners (left) were picked from
24 finalists, whittled down from an initial 320 entries
from 21 countries.
Under the chairmanship of British designer
Michael Sodeau, the international jury selected rugs
that stood out in terms of design, quality and
craftsmanship. Entries were judged on design and
design concept, materials, execution,
texture/structure and quality as well as sustainability
and branding. There was also an award voted for by
visitors to the show.
Visit: www.domotex.de
Best Modern
Design Deluxe:
Electric Taupe by
Hossein Rezvani
Design.
‘Deconstructs
traditional Persian
design into its
essential
elements.’

Best Modern
Design
Superior:
Aleph by Naziri.
‘The judges
were attracted
to the
minimalism and
versatility.’ 
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RUGS
Best Transitional Design:
Secret Garden by Naziri.
‘Literally embodies the
notion of transitional rug
design.’

Best Transitional Collection:
Pine Garden by Rug Star by Jürgen Dahlmanns.
‘Taking us on a journey through colour.’
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RUGS

Best Innovation and Visitors’ vote:
Glow by Zollanvari.
‘The potential to have a widespread ecological impact on rug
production.’
Best Traditional Design:
Marta Stripe by Rug and Kilim.
‘Reveals the process in the weave and the warm tones of its
colours.’

Best Modern Collection:
Landscape Collection by Wool and Silk Rugs.
‘For communicating a sense of time and place.’

Best Studio Artist Design:
Re Orient by Studio Brieditis & Evans.
‘Combines upcycling with the roots of traditional rug making.’

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Thank you
for visiting us at The January Furniture Show 2016
For more information contact Steve Morgan t: 07866 528496 e: steve.morgan@ashleymanor.co.uk

www.ashleymanor.co.uk

LVT

Realistic impressions
Karndean is expanding its Van Gogh Wood collection
Karndean Designflooring is adding 12
wood hues to its Van Gogh Wood
collection.
Inspired by reclaimed natural wood,
the 48in x 7in plank designs replicate the
unique look that comes from the
transformation of wood over time, in
addition to processes such as scorching,
liming and smoking.
The four groups: French Oaks,
American Redwood, Scottish Beech and
Mexican Cypress feature a grain and
colour palette to suit most areas.
‘Our new Van Gogh designs are our
boldest to date,’ says Scott Cochrane,
Karndean Designflooring sales director.
‘They are a welcome addition and reflect
the trends, such as rough luxe, that we’re
forecasting within home interior design.
The collection is not only design-led, but
also retains all the durability and ease of
maintenance our customers have come
to expect, making them ideal for any
residential or commercial space.’
Styles for French Oaks are lightly limewashed Tawny Oak, Burgundy Oak,
Hessian Oak and Honey Oak that are
reminiscent of salvaged antique flooring.
The rich grain details and large scale
planks complement both traditional and
contemporary homes.
There are three Rough-Luxe designs
inspired by American Redwood railway
sleepers – Reclaimed Redwood, Aged
Redwood and Salvaged Redwood.
Running with the theme of reclaimed

Reclaimed Redwood VGW99T
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woods, Karndean’s product designers
were drawn to the unique detail and
texture of redwood railway sleepers that
age beautifully.
Introducing new texturising
techniques, they have taken the natural
ageing process one step further, giving
the American Redwood designs the look
of repurposed timber without the
practical drawbacks of real wood such as
splintering, cracking and warping.
‘A perfect backdrop to any living space,
the three rich brown, smoked designs
create a warm rich canvas. Incorporating
fuming and smoking techniques that
have been used by real wood flooring
manufacturers for years, the rich brown
tones of Burnished Beech and Smoked
Beech planks can accompany nearly any

decor scheme, while the striking
variation of Charred Oak makes a real
statement,’ adds Cochrane.
The collection is rounded off by the
lime-washed Cypress and Burnished
Cypress. Combining the limed finish of
Honey Oak and the burnt effect of
Charred Oak, these are some of the most
detailed in the collection. The result of
liming and smoking techniques is a more
refined and sophisticated aesthetic
suitable for a wide range of interior
stylings benefiting from a highly realistic,
rustic feel.
With a recently introduced lifetime
residential guarantee, the complete
Karndean Van Gogh collection will
feature 32 wood designs.
Karndean, tel: 01386 820 200

Honey Oak VGW94T

Lime Washed Cypress VGW95T

MOTION UPHOLSTERY

Rising higher
Recliners have been popular at
recent shows, adding to the
company’s success

Brock with
battery pack

Chester with
electric control
buttons (right)

‘History does repeat itself. The AIS
Furniture Show proved to be just as
successful as the earlier IMM Cologne
show. Together they mark a high point in
the company’s story,’ says Sandra Gabler,
himolla UK and Ireland country manager.
‘Even though we have a 60-year
history of craftsmanship, and have been
recognised as world leaders in recliner
chairs for around three decades now,
recent successes have made the present
time a landmark era for us. At both
shows our ranges – both new and
evolved – were met with strong
approval, complementing last summer’s
award for Best Recliner Manufacturer
from Interiors Monthly readers.’
But the real measure of success, she
says, is how well the products are
received by the buying public.
‘Our stockists are confirming strong
sales, especially for the new Cumuly
range comprising Brennand, Brock and
the Brent wall-hugging sofas with
electric motion,’ she says.
Also helping power the company’s
popularity is class-leading technology,
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Since becoming country
manager, Gabler has been
instrumental in the
company’s success in the
UK and Republic of Ireland.
Her ability is grounded in
long experience with the
company: over the past
decade she has worked
as an apprentice, then
in-house office manager
before being appointed to
her present role.

Gabler says. Its electrically-operated sofas
and chairs make reclining, adjusting
footrests and finding the best position for
backrests as simple as pressing a button.
Advanced, rechargeable battery packs
mean the seating doesn’t have to be
close to a power socket, and there’s no
need to have unsightly electrical leads
trailing across the floor.
‘Another definite crowd-pleaser among

new and existing stockists has been the
introduction of stylish and durable fabrics
across a range of chairs and sofas. The
new designs have been well received;
obviously a material success in the
making. All in all, himolla has had a
powerful start to what should prove to
be an extremely successful year for sales
and growth,’ adds Gabler.
Visit: www.ultimatesofa.co.uk

Winter. Crisp mornings, early sunsets,
chilled hands and soft warm leather.

Brennand, Brent and Brock from himolla
the perfect way to chill through the
winter months. After a cold day you
can now ease off your shoes, lie back, relax
and let himolla's unique reclining action do all
the work. From chairs to sofas, with both electric
and manual reclining options plus a sumptuous
choice of luxurious leathers and colours, our
collection is not only designed to look cool but
crafted to embrace you in total comfort.

Best recliner manufacturer 2015
for further stockist information please contact info@himolla.com

MOTION UPHOLSTERY

Rock on
De Sede has
reimagined the
rocking chair
36
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De Sede’s DS-900 is a reinterpretation of the classic rocking chair.
From behind the DS-900 has a broad, attractive appearance
reminiscent of an elephant. From the front, it is adorned with intricate
details. The chair rocks just so, in a way that invites the user‘s thoughts
to wander.
The design team of Ophelie Sanga and Ini Archibong was inspired
by the design of a saddle: when rocking back and forth, the chair is
reminiscent of a comfortable ride on the back of an elephant, almost
making the user feel as though they are on holiday.
Visit: www.desede.ch

NEW SALES
FOCUS
AT

SITTING PRETTY

Motion furniture manufacturers Sitting Pretty continue to show strong growth as MD Jim Henderson explains
“Our brand is growing very quickly indeed and we are becoming more of an established supplier of motion
furniture, this speaks volumes for the products we are producing which are in our opinion some of the best
valued British built Recliners and Lift Recliners on offer. We are delighted to announce the appointment of our
new Sales & Operations Manager Mrs Tracey Gibson to the team. Tracey brings with her a wealth of
experience within the industry after serving 26 years with some big named upholstery
manufacturers”. We would like to thank everyone that came and visited our stand at the
January Furniture Show, and we were overwhelmed with the response to our new ranges
and our new “Luxury” and “Premier” Lift Recliner Chairs.

For a preview please see our Operation Video which is on our website

www.spchairs.co.uk
Tel: Tracey Gibson on 01773 811610
for any further information.

Speaking about the future and the
unique aspects of their furniture,
Jim explains more “What retailers
probably don’t realise is that
Sitting Pretty are a specialist in Lift
& Recliner Chairs having supplied
many sizes and styles to the NHS
and Medical Health Authorities
since 2003. We are able to use
this experience and combine it
with our further experience in
upholstery design, thus creating
more sizes of chairs than any
other motion furniture manufacturer. Sitting Pretty is built on an
all British product, even our
mechanisms are designed and
built in the UK, we source only the
best components to build our
chairs and won’t compromise on
quality or reliability. We are really
excited about 2016 and beyond
as our order book is growing
rapidly and we have now moved
into our 38,000 sq ft. factory in
Nottinghamshire and are
growing in every department of
the business”.

MOTION UPHOLSTERY

Reclining and rising can be done in style with this year’s models
1

2

3

4

1 Leolux’s swivel Ysolde armchair has an optional rise option and
head cushion. The swivel function is blocked when the rise function
is in use.
Visit: www.leolux.com

5

2 Koinor’s Star comes in manual or motorised versions with optional
massage and rise functions. Available in three sizes and a choice of
leather or soft cover, Star’s arms curve slightly outwards making it
appear to float.
Visit: www.koinor.com
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3 The gentle forward/backward movements of Bretz’s pocket-sprung
Matilda swivel rocker-recliner train the small back muscles either side
of the spine, while the matching stool can be used to put your feet up
and enjoy the relaxing feeling of slowly winding down.
Visit: www.bretz.com

been added to the standard brushed or high gloss chrome.
Visit: www.intertime.ch

4 Intertime’s Glen swivel recliner combines retro and soft pillow
looks giving it a feel of the 1960s. The backrest is individually
adjustable along with the neck cushion, while the release handle
is in polished chrome. Brass and Marsalla-coloured bases have

5 As a hybrid of a cantilever armchair and a chaise longue,
W Schillig’s Jackson is a new product category, according to the
company. It is available in manual and motorised versions.
Visit: www.schillig.com
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January Furniture Show
review
The original and
still the best

January Furniture Show Birmingham

REVIEW

Reflections
A look at what was on offer at the event
1

3

2

1 Wade Upholstery’s Camden features
exaggerated curved wings and
welcoming splayed arms and sits on a
solid ash plinth with a splayed leg.
Shown in a soft wool-like fabric with a
subtle herringbone design, back
cushions have two buttons that can be
contrasted to provide a unique look. It
is available in two sizes of sofa, a high
back snuggler, chair and footstool.
2 Flair Rugs unveiled the supersoft
shaggy polyester of the luxe-look
Cirrus. Its sheen presents a striking
colour palette that includes pastel
blues, greys and creams and subtle
metallic hues.
3 Gallery Direct opted for opulence
with the Verbier Leaner, a mirror with
geometric shapes that comes in a
painted gold finish, one of a large range
of mirrors launched at the show.
4 Collins & Hayes introduced a
plethora of designs demonstrating its
bespoke abilities. The large cushioned
Brooke has sweeping arms and was part
of a significantly updated fabric offer.
5 Serene Furnishings debuted
bedsteads and ottomans while showing
its Serene Living recliner and dining
collections at the NEC for the first time.
The Lauren sofabed has a simple pullout mechanism and is available in two
fabric finishes, mink and steel. 

4
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5

This year’s January Furniture Show appearance sees
Collins and Hayes refine its most recent collection of
designs and settle into their new handwriting which is
already proving to be a success. Where traditional and
modern co-exist; every new model plays to the
strengths of a manufacturer which is both capable and
unafraid to innovate.
Winning Runner Up for Upper Level Category in the
Furniture Awards, the ‘Brooke’ sofa range is proving to
be an elegantly contemporary must-have. Its scooped
arm shape encompasses a soft yet reassuringly
supportive sit.

Relentless Elegance
www.collinsandhayes.com

January Furniture Show Birmingham

REVIEW

8

6 Nathan Furniture began its centenary year by showing
the complete Shades Bedroom collection for the first time.
The nine-piece oak range features the signature curved
design that runs throughout the well-established living
and dining collection.
7 Among a record 121 product introductions, Julian
Bowen’s main living and dining launch was Aspen with its
sawn timber look.
8 Tetrad expanded its Harris Tweed range of upholstery.
Dalmore was displayed in Bracken Herringbone Tweed
with Galveston Bark Hide.
9 ROM’s Jupiter sofa is designed for the UK market. Part of
the company’s 20cm concept, consumers can configure
the length of the sofa in 20cm increments. It has a choice
of two seat depths, a large, corner or bespoke
configuration, with options including independently
adjustable headrests and electronically controlled seating.
10 Kettle Interiors went for the industrial look with its
AB collection. In a metal frame and aged-effect oak, there
are 17 pieces in the range.
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9

10

Furniture for all.
Here at Kettle Interiors we bring furniture for all styles. From traditional and contemporary oak to beautiful white painted furniture, classic
pine bedroom and striking industrial aged oak, we’ve got every look covered so that you can bring your customers the very best in choice.
Our service too is second-to-none, offering you complete flexibility no matter how big or small you may be. We’ve developed three ways to
enjoy furniture from Kettle Interiors, so that you can make the most of our collection’s diversity, enjoying your very own hand-picked selection
of beautiful furniture.

NEW

NEW

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Introducing the AB Collection.

Introducing the LG Collection.

Striking industrial looks make this 17-strong contemporary furniture

Capturing the essence of tradition, this 36-strong collection brings

collection unique. Featuring aged effect solid oak and metal frames

the warming and familiar overtones of classic style oak. Lovingly

with soft close drawer and doors this range demands attention.

finished in a durable and natural style with soft close drawers.

NEW

NEW

Spring/Summer

Spring/Summer

Introducing the DG Collection.

Introducing the Wicker Merchant.

This 13-strong bedroom collection brings the appeal of painted

A collection of 91 items encompassing beautiful and natural wicker

furniture with contrasting oak top for a true twist on country style.

baskets, storage units & furntiure. Choose from a range of delivery

Choose from metal or oak knobs supplied with every piece.

options and pricing that makes complete sense.

www.kettleinteriorsagencies.com

01536 444960

sales@kettleinteriorsagencies.com

Container

Stockist

Wholesale

Direct mixed container delivered in just
6-8 weeks

Based on an average spend of £2,500 per
month delivered from UK stocks

£500 minimum order for free delivery
from UK stocks

thank
YOU

Great to see everyone at
The January Furniture Show

2016

For more information contact Steve Morgan t: 07866 528496 e: steve.morgan@alexanderandjamessofas.com

www.alexanderandjamessofas.com
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11 Slumberdream launched its
Sleepking hand-stitched, pocket
sprung range of beds with Ruby,
Topaz, Bezel, Amber and
Kohinoor. All bases come with
the choice of 12 colours in velvet.

11

12 Rowico doubled the size of its
product offer to 140 skus. Rustica
Living, introduced in the autumn,
was extended into the bedroom.
Saltash, debuted in the spring,
has 10 more models and a sister
range Purbeck (pictured) is in
distressed painted reclaimed
timber.
13 Wiemann boosted its
premium VIP products, including
the top of the range Multiplus
concept, a spacious walk-in,
interior-lit, sliding door wardrobe
with a depth of less than 110cm.

12

13

Lebus Upholstery’s Deon retro style sofa is in a velvet woven
fabric, has wooden feet and is available in two sizes and a
chair. Churchill, shown in velvet plaid, is a four-seater
Chesterfield style sofa with a low back.
Ashley Manor’s Paradise collection made a statement, shown
in its exclusive digital midnight palm print on velvet, with
dramatic curves, button detailing and hand-studding.
Alexander & James’ Luxe, a leather and fabric mix collection,
features pewter studs and is accented by ethnic weave wool
cushions. The Retreat, a chunky Chesterfield style sofa, has
the option of a corner piece. It is available in a variety of
leather and fabric combinations and comes with a mix of
woven fabric, leather and velvet cushions.
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Furmanac exper ience their busiest and most succesful
show to date at The January Furniture Show 2016
Thank you to everyone who visited stand D30 in Hall 5. If you missed us, then don’t worry there is sll a chance to
enjoy some of our amazing show oﬀers. The highlights from the Furmanac stand included;

The star of show was the newly revamped Latex
maresses from the Hesa® collecon. Featured here
on our Galaxy divan base with the beauful Sophia
headboard, the new maresses received nothing but
praise about their look and comfort. The new Latex
range is available in 1000ct, 1500ct and 2150ct, a very
simple 'so, medium and ﬁrm' story.

With the cold winter nights
upon us, the revoluonary
Chili Pad that can regulate the
temperature of maress
between 13°C and 43°C at the
touch of a buon was a huge
crowd pleaser.
Call: 01384 408844

The stunning Pandora with crystal detailing on the
padded headboard and footboard stopped many
visitors in their tracks. On the stand the Pandora was
perfectly complemented with the matching Zirconia
vanity chair, Charm bedroom chair and Onyx bedside
table. Not a fan of crystals? The Pandora is available
with buon detail.

The new Berkley suite also proved to be very popular.
The chair is available as a standard li and recline or
made to measure and the rest of the suite in manual,
power or ﬁxed opons.

To ﬁnd out more about the latest addions to the Furmanac range:
Email: sales@furmanac.com
Visit: www.furmanac.com

January Furniture Show Birmingham

REVIEW
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14

15
14 Furmanac added Arabella,
Errington (pictured) and
Pandora to its range of
upholstered bed frames.
Errington is based on the
existing Imogen bed, featuring
the same deep padding on the
headboard and footboard, but
the base of the Errington has
been put on to gliders rather
than feet and is available as an
ottoman.
15 Aircharge, one of Clockwork
Components most recent
developments, offers a wireless
charging solution for the home,
office, and public spaces
allowing smartphones and
tablets to be charged.
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2016

Spring
Additions

Celebrate spring with new style, colour & size
arrivals from the UK’s foremost rug supplier

Flair Rugs

01457 850660 I sales@ﬂairrugs.com I www.ﬂairrugs.com

January Furniture Show Birmingham

REVIEW
CONTACT
The direct container programme,
or wholesale purchases through
Classic Furniture, are supported
by the Furniture Origins area
managers:
Mike Brown: Scotland, Cumbria,
North East, and Yorkshire,
tel: 07831 572 601
Alan Endersbee: North West,
North Wales, Midlands, East
Anglia, South East and Ireland,
tel: 07809 196 019
Andrew Cavaciuti: South West,
Avon, Wiltshire and South/Mid
Wales, tel: 07500 830 888
Barry Webb, business
development director, email:
barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk;
tel: 07702 603 971
Oslo has an oiled finish

More choice
Furniture Origins’ Oslo is a semi-Scandinavian styled
dining and bedroom range with an oiled finish. It
has prominent corner leg detailing and items
include an end dining bench.
The company also added to Urban with UK sizespecific designs, including a TV unit; Toronto showed
off a new painted finish; Stamford has the option of
a fixed and extending dining table; Porto now offers
wine rack and basket storage units; while Plank is a
reclaimed pine dining room collection.

Porto (below) and
Lisbon (left) offer ‘one
style, two looks’

Colorado dining and bedroom
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January Furniture Show Birmingham

REVIEW

Comfortable shoes
were a necessity to
walk round all the
stands to see more
than 400 brands on
show and find out
how the exhibitors
fared this year
DB Mirrors is
a family run
business that
supplies
furniture
stores with
the latest
designs of
shaped
mirrors,
classic
mirrors,
pictures and
crystal art
pictures. It
carries a
large range
of its
products
within its
vehicles, so
its mobile
showrooms
come to
retailers.
Tel: 07715 690
267

Italstudio launched living and dining room collections to the UK and Irish
markets. The company only uses the finest materials that deliver beautifully
crafted products at its award winning factory in China.
Visit: http://italstudiocov.com/companygallery.html

Nine new products extended Wiemann’s range with both premium VIP
products and entry level designs. Retailers enthusiastically greeted the top
level new Multiplus concept, a spacious walk-in, interior lit, sliding robe with
a depth of less than 110cm.
Visit: www.wiemannuk.co.uk

Sitting Pretty enjoyed record sales at the show. ‘Our products were received
tremendously well and we’ve opened about 20 accounts, and taken plenty
of floor display orders. Overall, what a huge success the show has been for
our brand. We would like to thank everyone for taking the time to visit us
and also for their support,’ says Jim Henderson, Sitting Pretty md.
Tel: 01773 811 610
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CIMC always keeps in mind upcoming trends for the interior design industry
when creating its product lines, with more than 300 to be launched in 2016.
Due to the success of its beds it has expanded them into full collections, with
Marrakesh, Gatsby, Hampton and Manhattan featuring at the show.
Tel: 0116 287 5288


35A Keighley Road, Silsden, Keighley, West Yorkshire, BD 20 0EB
Tel 01535 656002 | Info@scanthor.co.uk

January Furniture Show Birmingham

REVIEW

M3 Furniture embodies the concept of modern international
environmentally friendly design meets multifunctional and space-saving
furniture. Its sofabed design team is a combination of designers from New
York, Uruguay, China and Italy which created a stunning collection.
Visit: www.m3furniture.com

Luxury fabric specialist Kobe UK is celebrating
a successful debut at this year’s show. New to
the event was its Elegance collection, inspired
by the Art Deco period and its library of 36
sample books which includes more than 700
fabrics. On a separate stand the company
showcased its Essente collection.
Visit: www.en.kobe.eu

Indus Valley
is back with
an exciting
collection of
reclaimed,
industrial
and vintage
furniture all
under one
roof. With
seven unique
individually
designed
ranges,
handcrafted
using solid
wood, iron
and stainless
steel, and
with a large
assortment
of occasional
furniture, it’s
its best
offering yet.
Visit: www.
indusvalley.
co.uk
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Slumberdream temped buyers with new products including a range of
hand-stitched pocket sprung beds and a collection of health therapy beds
that includes the Airstream range and the Encapsulated collection.
Visit: www.slumberdream.co.uk
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Stroolmount provides furniture and floor protection needs, with solutions
for retailers and manufacturers. Reduce customer claims with its award
winning protection products. Own branding is available. Castor cups, selfadhesive felt packets and rolls, Move-it pads and Quick-click interchangeable
glides.
Visit: www.finchys.com



January Furniture Show Birmingham

REVIEW

Ambassador Textiles is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of upholstery and
furnishing fabrics for the domestic and contract market. Its move to hall 3
helped improve the spectrum and increase the volume of customers visiting
the stand, which adds up to a good exhibition and a return next year.
Visit: www.ambassador-textiles.co.uk

Associated Weavers is one of Europe’s leading carpet manufacturers. Based
in Halifax, West Yorkshire, it specialises in branded quality carpet for
residential use. Names such as iSense, Invictus and Stainaway have enabled
Associated Weavers to be a priority stockist for carpet retailers.
Visit: www.carpetyourlife.com

Pacific Lifestyle is one of the largest business to business suppliers of globally sourced products.
Its collections span from indoor and outdoor to lighting and home accessories, with both
traditional and contemporary ranges across the product spectrum. It can offer a one-stop shop
for living accessories.
Visit: www.pacific-lifestyle.co.uk
Katrina Hampton Furnishings
showcased the best in exquisite
faux fur throws and cushions. The
range boasts an eclectic mix of
designer looks and style, with
cottage comfort and urban cool.
Incorporated into the mix is the
Glen Rosa wool collection of
cushions and blankets.
Visit: www.ambassador-textiles.
co.uk/katrina-hampton-softfurnishings

Hugh Mackay made its debut at the
show and enjoyed success meeting
new retailers and interior designers. It
introduced the Hassle Free saxony
range in a 1.3kg per sqm weight and
16 colours, which will sit alongside its
two existing Hassle Free collections.

Tel: 01429 892 500
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Your average customer
will spend a third of their
life asleep.
Only Mammoth Medical Grade Foam™
Mattresses are clinically proven to help make
that sleep, the best it can be!

Official benefits providers to

I’d recommend Mammoth
mattresses to anyone who
values their sleep and comfort.
Greg Rutherford MBE
Olympic, World, European and Commonwealth
Long Jump Champion

Inspired by Mammoth’s best selling mattress, the Club SuperSoft
Collection is simply the best in style, luxury and performance.

www.mammothmattress.co.uk/club
* Tested under the guidance of Prof. Jason Ellis at Northumbria University’s Centre for Sleep Research. ** Independently tested by SATRA. Results compared against 50kg Memory Foam.

January Furniture Show Birmingham

REVIEW

Scan-Thor UK hailed the January Furniture Show a huge success. The event
saw the unveiling of several soft cover models along with further additions
to its growing leather offer. The combination of quality and value proved
popular with its ever expanding customer base.
Tel: 01535 656 002

Annaghmore introduced the Treviso painted dining, occasional and
bedroom range alongside the Curlingford dining and occasional range in
ash and Greenwich and Dorchester upholstery.
Visit: www.annaghmore-agencies.com

Kettle Interiors brought an astounding 83 new
items of furniture to this year’s show, offering
retailers a diverse and feature packed collection
of oak, pine and painted furniture, which was
displayed in roomsets to demonstrate how it
could be displayed in-store.
Visit: www.kettleinteriorsagencies.com

Ball & Young was delighted to be part of the
Flooring Showcase at the show, giving it the
opportunity to discuss with customers its new Cast
Iron flame retardant contract underlay, suitable for
all installations that need a firm double stick or
stretch fit contract underlay.
Visit: www.underlay.co.uk
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REVIEW

Crown Floors showcased its beautiful carpets and powerful in-store displays
to a new audience of retailers keen to maximise the potential of flooring
sales. Highlights included the new and luxurious Satino Exquisite and Satino
Finesse ranges featuring the new supersoft Satino fibre.
Visit: www.crownfloors.co.uk
Makasi Imports had a fantastic January Furniture
Show, where it exhibited its latest products. The
success continued at the Spring Fair where it
looked forward to showing its customers some
more of its fast moving range of teak root, dining
and coffee tables with glass.
Visit: www.makasiimports.co.uk

January Furniture Show Birmingham

Dormeo previewed its mattress cover collection for its revolutionary
Octaspring mattress range at the show. The new covers feature a clean,
contemporary design with a few personal touches for a more comfortable
sleep experience, which will be available in selected retailers from May.
Visit: www.dormeo.co.uk

Westex Carpets controls every aspect of carpet
production, from design to delivery. It prides
itself on its vast range of colours and even offers
a hallmark special dye service across both
contract and residential markets.
Visit: www.westexcarpets.co.uk

Plantation Rug Company returned from the show with a sense of
excitement. The simplicity of its stand showcased the new iSense rugs
perfectly and attracted new retailers and buyers to the brand. Also on show
was its 2016 POS unit and rug sample box.

Visit: www.plantationrug.co.uk

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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January Furniture Show Birmingham

REVIEW

Quality runs deep whether it’s Furlong Flooring’s high-impact display
systems or its extensive portfolio of polypropylene carpet, wool carpet, vinyl
and wood flooring. Most orders are delivered the next working day. Choose
the path to increased success.
Visit: www.furlongflooring.co.uk

One of the largest upholstered furniture factories in Lithuania with 23 years
of experience, Softnord prides itself on producing great Scandinavian-style
furniture. Offering a great variety of fabrics, it is bringing together the
newest and most desirable upholstery.
Visit: www.softnord.co.uk

Tom Schneider launched three stunning collections this year embracing its curvaceous
style. Each hand-formed into unique shapes, the gravity defying Crest dining table and
desk were displayed alongside the show-stopping Swoop floor light and sleek Serpico
sideboard.
Visit: www.tomschneider.co.uk

Established for over 30 years, Flair Rugs is a family run
business that has grown from a small wholesaler into a well
respected household brand.
Tel: 01457 850 660

From its looms to your rooms:
Coralie Flooring UK is the British
subsidiary of one of the oldest rug
and carpet manufacturing families
from Bhadohi, India. It brings a rich
history and years of expertise of
manufacturing the finest quality rugs.
Visit: www.coralieflooring.co.uk
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REVIEW

The AIS Furniture Show Solihull

Right: Disselkamp’s Cloud 7
Below right: By-Boo’s Bowl
Below: Venjakob

Park life
Highlights of the furniture at the event
More than 40 companies took part at the
recent Cranmore Park event.
ALF Italia debuted the oak veneer
Accademia range, featuring an extending
table accompanied by curved or straight
backed chairs, a sideboard, TV cabinet
and a drinks cabinet with a gilded glass
detail and gilded glass legs.
Sister company ALF Da Fre showcased
an even more contemporary offering
giving a taste of its modern, modular
systems that are available in a number of

configurations, bases, colours and
finishes. New was Poker, a versatile
wardrobe system that it says can furnish
any area of the house from the bedroom
to the kitchen.
It was the first UK exhibition for Dutch
company By-Boo whose display included
a seat made from the front of an old
Vietnamese car. Also on show was its
distinct Bowl table made from solid
reclaimed Indonesian oak. Its industrial
lifestyle range included an iron legged

dining table with a solid oak top
accompanied by four faux leather chairs
in brown, tan, cobalt blue and black. Also
showcased were a number of occasional
chairs including Detention, available in
white or mint.
Casabella introduced two lacquered
wood dining tables. Giotto has a distinct
pedestal inspired by the logo of fashion
company Chanel, while Globo is named
after the globe shape of its pedestal.
Both tables are available in black, 
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The AIS Furniture Show Solihull

REVIEW
Andrena Furniture showed its Pelham dining
collection in a natural oak finish. The range
includes a fixed or extending dining table,
extending pedestal table, sideboard options
and dresser tops, cupboards, coffee, console
and occasional tables, entertainment units
and bookcases. Andrena also offers a bespoke
service and can modify any of its pieces to suit
requirements.

Siren Furniture showcased Bella, a modern,
modular sofa system in seven colours, and Flavia
which comes as a sofa, chair, snuggler and
chaise longue, in five colours including a
distinctive digital print keox.

Clockwise
from top left:
Vale
Bridgecraft’s
Tuscany;
Casabella’s
Giotto;
ALF Italia’s
Accademia;
ALF Da Fre’s
Poker

pure white and taupe and can be
produced in a high gloss or matt finish.
The table top of each is lacquered glass
also available in black, pure white and
taupe and can be cut as a square or
circular shape. There was a choice of high
and low back accent chairs to
accompany the tables, available in an
extensive fabric collection.
C Disselkamp’s Cloud 7 bedroom
range, in walnut or wild oak veneer
combined with cream high gloss,
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includes wardrobe systems, low units, a
bed with upholstered or veneered
headboard, bedside cabinets and various
chest of drawer combinations. Balance is
another veneer bedroom range in oak
and white lacquer. The flexibility of the
system offers a traditional look using full
oak, or a lighter more modern style by
adding more white, for example to chest
carcasses and wardrobes.
Vale Bridgecraft launched Tuscany, a
three-seater sofa available with two or

three cushions and a high back recliner
with a natural solid oak feature running
down the front from the arms.
Venjakob showcased the extending
Santana oak dining table from its Albero
range. The table in a light oil finish
features a thick wooden leg and a
stainless steel base. Also on display were
pieces from its Cosmo range of living and
dining furniture in a combination of
rustic oak and sand lacquer.
Visit: www.thefurniture-show.co.uk

REVIEW

The AIS Furniture Show Solihull

Jual in the crown
Jual Furnishings celebrated its anniversary at the show
Jual Furnishings has come a long way
since it first opened its doors for business
in 2006, supplying the audio-visual
industry with conventional TV stands.
Fast forward 10 years and its signature
curved unique products are easily
recognisable.
To mark the anniversary the company
is planning a series of promotions,
beginning with a price rollback.
At the end of 2015, it introduced the
JF700 occasional and PC700 home office
ranges. JF700 brings together TV stands,
coffee table, lamp table, console table
and nest of tables in a walnut veneer.
PC700 comprises practical and stylish
furniture to suit the home office market.
It is available in both ash and white ash,
opening the way to appease both those
with traditional taste as well as those
who prefer a more modern look.
The ranges feature solid ash spindle
legs which give all the products a slight
retro feel, again appealing to a wide
range of people – those who remember
retro first time around, and perhaps the
younger generation for which retro is the
in thing.
‘Sales of the new ranges really have
taken us by surprise, we are thrilled with
the success of them so far and with
numerous new designs in the pipeline,
2016 could be a fantastic year for us,’ says
Julie Powell, Jual Furnishings director.
Alf Powell, Jual Furnishings director,
says: ‘Our success over the past decade
has been largely down to our fantastic
next working day delivery service
combined with the ability to continually
introduce ranges that offer retailers and
consumers something different.
‘Ten years of business is certainly
something we are proud of, especially
considering the difficult economic
climate we have been through for a fair
portion of that time – we would never
have reached this point if it were not for
our customers who have been fantastic.
I would just like to say how thankful we
are for their business and I hope we can
build on our relationships for another 10
years,’ he adds.
Visit: www.jualfurnishings.co.uk

PC700 in ash and white ash

JF700 in walnut veneer
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10 Year Anniversary “Roll Back”
Celebrating 10 Years of Unique Products and Service

MODEL

WAS

NOW

JF613 TV

£200.00

£170.00

JF613 CT

£200.00

£175.00

JF613 LT

£125.00

£110.00

JF613 SB

£260.00

£250.00

JF625 UT

£90.00

£75.00

MODEL

WAS

NOW

JF209 TV

£179.00

£160.00

JF301 CT

£172.00

£150.00

JF304 LT

£110.00

£95.00

BS201 BS

£153.00

£150.00

Thank You to All of Our Loyal Customers

MODEL

WAS

NOW

PC201 1300 LAPTOP TABLE

£160.00

£145.00

PC201 CORNER CONNECTOR

£50.00

£50.00

PC201 900 DESK

£131.00

£120.00

Becoming an approved stockist of the Jual Furnishings range couldn’t be easier.
Simply follow the simple steps below and start selling the Jual products today.
Jual’s 3 Step Strategy
1) $GG WKH XQLTXH -XDO 3URGXFWV WR \RXU VKRS ÁRRU
2) Start selling.
3) We deliver sold goods NEXT WORKING DAY to you or direct to your customers
home.
For more information please contact:
Alex Krizan | Sales Manager
alex@jualfurnishings.co.uk | 01443 816982 | www.jualfurnishings.co.uk

Sealy annual show Brooklands Museum 17-18 May

PREVIEW

Sealy will preview its latest designs
at Brooklands

Under wraps
Sealy will reveal its latest models at Brooklands in May
The annual Sealy Show is set to return
this spring, when buyers get the
opportunity of an exclusive preview of
new models three months in advance of
the Bed Show at Telford.
Sealy returns to Brooklands Museum in
Weybridge, Surrey on 17-18 May and is
taking appointments for the event.
Brooklands is renowned as the
birthplace of British motorsport and
aviation and is home to Concorde: still
regarded as the ultimate in commercial
airline travel, even though it no longer
flies. Brooklands was the first purposebuilt motor racing circuit, constructed in
1907, and saw many engineering and
technological achievements throughout
the 20th century.
‘How apt it is therefore for us to exhibit
our new products and designs at such a
venue which is synonymous with
technological development,’ says Neil
Robinson, Sealy UK sales and marketing
director.
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Sealy’s pedigree in its own field
stretches even further back to the 19th
century from the small town of Sealy in
Texas where its first cotton-filled mattress
was made in 1881. More innovations and
patents followed culminating in 1950
when the first Posturepedic brand
mattress was introduced.
‘The unique advanced coil design, with

independently hinged springs that
combined both comfort and lumbar
support, became an immediate and
worldwide success. This commitment to
innovation continues to the present day,
the latest of which retailers will be able
to see at the May showcase,’ adds
Robinson.
Visit: www.sealy.co.uk

PREVIEW

Besp-Oak is inviting retailers to its Coventry showroom
Besp-Oak is holding a by appointment At
Home event at its six-storey Coventry
showroom from 1-12 February, to
coincide with the Spring Fair at the
nearby NEC from 7-11 February.
The showroom has more than 5,000
products on display for furniture retailers,
garden centres, hotels, bars, restaurants,
cafes, holiday homes, rental properties
and villas.
All products have been audited by the
National Measurement Office and

approved as EU Timber Regulations
compliant.
For the third year the company
is absorbing increased shipping and
production costs to maintain a price
freeze on all products.
Indoor and outdoor furniture,
freestanding kitchen, accessories,
lighting and giftware are just some of the
stock genres available to order on a
wholesale basis.
Besp-Oak is the original seller of the
Vancouver Premium and Vancouver
Petite oak collections and also the
Vancouver Expressions collection
featuring oak tops with units painted in a
choice of seven on-trend colours.
For chairs and benches, English leather
and a range of tartan fabrics are among

the latest additions to this seasons
offering as well as a choice of
interchangeable handles.
In-stock items can be delivered direct
within 10 working days from its
100,000sqft wholesale storage and
distribution depot situated near the
M6. For small volumes customers can
receive wholesale prices with free
delivery on accessories orders over £800
or furniture orders over £2,000.
Customers can receive factory direct
prices by creating their own mixed
container in 20ft, 40ft and 40ft high cube
sizes.
‘Supplying the trade on a container
and wholesale basis, we offer home
furnishing products that promise market
leading design and exceptional
value. Whatever your furnishing or
accessory needs are, Besp-Oak is certain
to have a product and purchase solution
to suit you,’ says Hanna Albrighton, BespOak marketing manager.
Visit: www.besp-oak.com

Besp-Oak At Home Coventry 1-12 February

Take the tour

Above: Oval island from
the Evelyn freestanding
kitchen collection
Right and below: The
Besp-Oak showroom
Far right: Buffet & Hutch
from Vancouver
Expressions collection in
Potter’s Wheel
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Grey is the new black

Give your customers a new way to express themselves with Vancouver Petite in Downpipe
After many years of success with the Vancouver Petite® Expressions collection, we would like to introduce to you
a stunning new colour which is guaranteed to spice up your oﬀering this winter. The new Downpipe colour is an
exquisite matt grey with a hint of blue. Combined with the original Vancouver Petite design in natural Oak, this new
option will allow your customers to inject style into any occasional or dining home setting.
Downpipe is just one of seven colours available – others include French Grey, Cornish Cream, Linen, Oak, Brick Lane
and Potter’s Wheel – and it works well with our oak tops with satin chrome handles/knobs. It is available to view now
in our recently refurbished Coventry showroom, open Mon-Fri 9am until 5pm.
For more information and to book your showroom visit, please call Hanna on +44(0)24 76 632148.

Downpipe only by

Ringway House, Hill Street, Coventry, CV1 4AN

t: +44 (0)2476 632148
f: +44(0)2476 231628
sales@besp-oakfurniture.co.uk

Visit

www.besp-oak.c om

to ﬁnd out more

Domotex Hannover

REVIEW

Cavalier introduced the soft-touch polypropylene Serenity in 11 colours and Imperial
(75oz) and Regal (45oz) weights

Tuned in
The main players in the flooring
industry gathered in Hannover.
Visit: www.domotex.de


Meister reorganised its laminate into Classic and Premium
(Melango, Micala and Talamo). Pictured is Classic Mississippi
Wood.

Granorte’s launches included Vita Decor, a collection of digital designs; 15
Corium leather floor designs and updates to the Studio and Emotions cork
flooring collections
Egger’s aqua+ technology allows laminate to be
used in wet areas such as bathrooms and
entrances

Louis De Poortere
showed the Mad Men
(pictured) and Mosaiq
rug collections
alongside a preview of
new designs coming to
its carpet offer
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Domotex Hannover

REVIEW

Grand Prix (pictured) and Hampton Bays topped Balta’s StainSafe launches, weighing in
with a pile weight of 2.65kg per sqm

Balterio introduced Pure Wood, its first digitally printed
domestic collection in 18 decors. The technology allows 60sqm
without pattern repeat.

Hoco upgraded its Woodlink three layer (oak, HDF and spruce) flooring allowing planks of
up to 2.4m

Nine subsidiaries gave up their individual names, such as Kronospan, and united under
the Swiss Krono banner. Pictured is Arium Leonardo Oak.
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Beaulieu International Group’s BerryAlloc brand debuted
Ambition, aimed at younger home owners with colours

including denim parquet

PU
PROTECTED

10
YEAR
WARRANTY

NEW FOR

2016

The ultimate in style
The new Ultimate Style collection brings 19 beautiful decors that captivate with
enchanting looks and enticing performance. Part of Avenue’s Superior cushion
ﬂoor family, this new collection is great for use right throughout the home.

ﬂooring with the power of

www.avenueﬂoors.co.uk

Domotex Hannover

REVIEW
Lano Carpets’
highlights included
the Taste of Luxury
Collection,
Smartstrand Silk,
bamboo and
polyamide styles,
along with
Touchdown (pictured),
featuring a series of
new supersoft 100%
Eccelena carpets

USFloors’ Coretec was pitched as an alternative to LVT and laminate, with its
core made of recycled wood, bamboo, limestone and virgin vinyl. It is
waterproof and needs no acclimatisation before installation.

Huma’s Parkettsystem has a 1.5mm sealing lip in the upper joint area
allowing it to be used in damp and wet areas

Wineo introduced more than 100 laminate designs across three collections.
Jalopy (pictured) uses planks of different widths and types of wood with
rustic joints and saw marks.
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Quick-Step highlighted the stability of its Livyn LVT, suitable for rooms that
experience extreme temperature changes, such as conservatories and south
facing rooms


Trafﬁc

new!

The smart solution
for ofﬁces, retail
& hospitality
7UDIÿF LV WKH VPDUW ĀRRU IRU FRPPHUFLDO
DUHDV 7KLV KLJK WUDIÿF ODPLQDWH ĀRRU LV
GHVLJQHG IRU VSDFHV ZLWK LQWHQVLYH XVH
DQG FRQWLQXHV WR ORRN JRRG IRU D OLIHWLPH

QUALITY
CORE

8 mm, 1261 x 190,5 mm, Flat
AC6 class 33, Antistatic*, ClickXpress
7HVWV SHQGLQJ

Domotex Hannover

REVIEW

Beaulieu International Group’s Ideal brand introduced the supersoft Touche collection
with six polyamide ranges (including Satine pictured) with weights of 600g per sqm to
2.2kg per sqm and two polypropylene ranges

Wicanders collaborated with ceramics designer Antonio Bullo
for its Corkcomfort collection

Avenue introduced Ultimate Styles (pictured) while sister residential vinyl brand Leoline
debuted Mercury XT and updated the Stonemark and Quartz Pro collections

Classen’s Sono uses the new Ceramin material, removing the
need for a vapour layer; giving it the rigidity of a timber
floorboard and allowing digitally applied decors
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Balta Rugs showed more than 1,000 rugs including the debut of the Vintage collection
and expansion of New Generation. Pictured is Delight.

The New Leader in Today’s Flooring

Inspiration

To find out more about our products, please
contact us on the information below:

Thank you for
visiting us

Industriepark
Klein Frankrijkstraat 38
9600 Ronse – Belgium
email: rc@millenniumweavers.eu
tel: +32 (0) 55 50 90 50
visit our website: www.millenniumweavers.eu

10 YEAR 10 YEAR

IMM Cologne

REVIEW
Bretz’s Eckbank is designed to be
the focal point for the family,
either sitting in the centre or on
the backrest. Add some trays and
it becomes a buffet counter.

Signs of
things
to come
IMM Cologne is known as a trend
setter and it did not disappoint.
Visit: www.imm-cologne.com
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REVIEW

IMM Cologne
Die Collection’s Sona modular cabinet collection includes sideboards, wall units and home
entertainment units in several sizes

Dauphin Home’s Little Perillo is upholstered in wool and
features beech legs

KFF’s Figura table has tubular steel legs
inspired by sled frames. It comes in
seven sizes from 140cm to 280cm.

Flexform updated its Lario sofa, replacing one of
the arms with a leather covered storage unit

W Schillig’s Shadoow
has adjustable
backrests and seat
depths and the
option of wooden
storage
compartments
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REVIEW

Softline’s Mag consists of a large, soft and sculpted
padded seat cushion on which a padded backrest is
fitted via a slightly springy steel neck

ClassiCon’s Pli side table has a stainless steel base which, depending on the length of the
surface treatment, gives a green, blue, bronze or black shimmer

COR expanded
Cordia with a larger,
deep recliner and
footstool

Rolf Benz’s Teno is inspired by the way folds
naturally fall, with its seam detailing

Leolux’s Indra chair has a steel frame, a choice of
wooden or upholstered arms and optional headrest
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REVIEW

IMM Cologne

Thonet added a rocking chair
version, two-seater and two side
tables to its 860 chair which it
debuted in Milan last year
MDF Italia’s Melody was updated with taupe, beige and dove
grey options added to the original all white design

Twenty years after its launch, Verzelloni reissued Divanitas with different proportions of the back and
seat and new leg finishes. It has removable covers and the option of decorative stitching in 11 colours.

CC Tapis discovered Giuseppe Di Costanzo’s Segni
Minimi (Simple Marks) on Instagram. Essential,
abstract and geometric designs where lines, figures
and fields of colour overlay each other.

Cassina is selecting
nine products to
celebrate its 90th
anniversary next
year. Among the
first five, the Doge
table has been
given a wider
choice of frame and
tops.
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REVIEW
B&B Italia’s Richard is a modular system of 76
items in 90cm and 120cm depths, with a
metal profile at the base

Spectral’s Smart Control turns iPhones, iPods and iPads
into universal remote controls, even when the doors of the
furniture are closed
The metal frame of De Sede’s DS21 gives the impression of lightly carrying the cushions, while
three frame widths are available

Sudbrock’s Tando hall
furniture highlights
its horizontal lines to
make the space look
larger

Draenert’s Nobile
range has been
expanded with the
Swing cantilever
chair, with or
without arms
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REVIEW

IMM Cologne

Balada’s debut
collection offered
floor and table
lamps united by
having four legs,
pictured is No43

Opinion Ciatti combined contemporary and
classic styles with its Guelfo wingback chair
and footstool. The nickel legs combine with
the lightly buffed natural grain leather.

Now! By Hulsta’s
Minimo is its first baby
and children’s range,
which can be altered
as the child grows.
The cot, for example,
becomes a junior bed.

Jori’s Wing sofa can be easily configured from a corner sofa to lounge sofa,
double chaise longue, island or daybed

Piure added to its Nex modular cabinet range with small integrated drawers,
integrated top unit for colour accents and a high gloss finish for all items
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WALLCOVERINGS

Fashionable hang ups
Murals Wallpaper has assembled four trends for 2016
‘Fashion cannot be constrained by the walls of our wardrobe.
The trends we see on the runway tend to directly influence
our interior design preferences too. Not to mention that
designers for fashion and interiors often draw upon the same
inspirations for new collections.

‘It’s hard not to when it’s all around you. From the places
we visit to the patterns in our natural environment, it all plays
a part in shaping trends,’ says Richard Wilde, Murals
Wallpaper md.
Visit: www.muralswallpaper.co.uk

Floating Dandelions: evokes
the warmer seasons of
spring and summer

FEELING FLORAL
‘A spring time favourite, this
stunning backdrop amplifies an old
classic. Large scale florals make a
gorgeous change to ditsy prints.
We’re used to seeing intricate,
repetitive motifs, but 2016 will
pave the way for something bigger
and better. This magnified look

gives us a chance to appreciate the
finer details of the design. The
beautiful shadows on stems and
the sprinkling of pollen across
petals, it’s all reminiscent of the
stunning sun dresses display at the
Adam Selman RTW New York
Fashion Week show.’

FARAWAY LANDS

Ancient Style World Map: golden tones contrast with the dark hues
depicting the world as it was known way back when
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‘Whether it’s a weekend break or a gap year, travel is a huge
part of our lives and it’s difficult not to be influenced by the
places and cultures you come across. Fashion runways are
always awash with motifs, techniques and looks inspired by
faraway lands, but in 2016 we predict people will incorporate
memories of travel experiences into their interior design.
‘You’re of course going to collect some trinkets along the way,
but you can go even further than that. Pay homage to your
adventures by charting them on your wall. Showing your
passion for travel and current trends, with map murals
providing an opportunity to show off your experiences from
around the world. Why not pin photos of your holidays on the
map where each photo was taken? Or you could even pin the
places you plan to visit in the future.’

WALLCOVERINGS
MAKE IT MARBLED
‘Missoni has notoriously used marbling in
runway items and this pattern is set to be one
of the big textures of 2016. A sophisticated
look crafted by Mother Nature herself, it’s
easy to see the appeal.
‘While fashion encourages us to go wild
with colours, when it comes to using this
motif in interior design, less is often more.
The minimalist marble pattern suits a white or
grey setting. Letting the motif make a
statement without using bold colours gives
off a truly timeless style that would look
fantastic in any room of the home. For
interiors influenced by New York Fashion
Week, it simply has to be a marble mural.’

Steel Works: a unique design of rusted steel in bold shades of brown and blue

Classic Red Marble: deep red-orange tones give a classically elegant look

Below: Multicoloured Triangles
Geometric: cool, contemporary
clashing colours among a uniform
geometric triangular pattern, that
can be bespoke scaled and
coloured
Below right: Cool Brown Geometric
Pattern: will have you staring at the
wall for ages as its geometric
shapes create texture and definition

Textured White Marble: contrast with sophisticated
interiors and polished furniture or display bold furniture

GEOMETRIC GLAM
‘The bright shapes of Kim Seo Ryong’s 2016 showcase still linger in our mind. The model
silhouettes combined with such edgy motifs posed a stunning juxtaposition. Geometrics play
a huge role in interior design, and this will be even more apparent this year. We use these
vibrant shapes to totally transform rooms, as their edges can create an interior illusion that
makes rooms feel bigger. For 2016, geometrics will be bolstered by bright colours, as opposed
to pastel shades.’
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Sofa Factory is a company which specialises in the
manufacturing of upholstery Sofas and Sofabeds,
with fantastic quality, value and design. Here at Sofa
Factory we pride ourselves on the fact that all of our
sofas are manufactured in the UK in our dedicated
factory producing over 1000 items per week.

introducing

graphite

carpet underlay

With a large client base we are looking to recruit a
Sales Agent (For All Areas) that will help to grow
Sofa Factory into a national brand.
The ideal candidate will have a resourceful and
determined approach that will enable you to secure
potential leads and new accounts helping Sofa
Factory to grow.
This is an exciting opportunity for well connected
agents with a proven track record to join an exciting
and growing brand.
For more information, please contact us on:
phil@bentinckfurniture.co.uk

Surplus stock?
End of lines?
Please consider donating
it to our Charity Furniture
Warehouse, the sales
from which help to fund
our work with single
homeless adults. Contact
our Warehouse direct on
01732 365988.

When what you really
really want is a strong
selling good all-round
domestic underlay which
delivers a healthy margin Graphite is the way to go!.
Graphite is a fine, robust, utility underlay
representing superb value for money and which
is already a firm favourite with many Retailers
and Distributors throughout UK and Ireland.
FULLY RECYCLABLE
SIMPLE, QUICK AND EASY
TO LAY
DESIGNED FOR GENERAL
DOMESTIC USE
EXCELLENT SOUND
REDUCTION PERFORMANCE
LIGHTWEIGHT ROLLS
EXCEED H&S EXPECTATIONS
IDEAL FOR USE WITH
UNDERFLOOR HEATING
SYSTEMS

Graphite is part of the
Novostrat range of
polyethylene foam
based underlays for
wood, laminate and
carpeted floors.
Underlays for every
application - from the
highest performance
to utility – and to suit
every budget.

The Bridge Trust, Tonbridge, Kent
Registered Charity No. 1050291
www.thebridgetrust.org.uk

tel: 00353 61-339287
www.novostrat.com
info@novostrat.com

MIRRORS
Extensive range of mirrors

NEW

400 PAGE DESIGN DIRECTORY NOW AVAILABLE

FURNITURE
Three new bedroom ranges

ACCESSORIES
LIGHTING

From candle holders to wall art

Pendant, floor and table lighting

NEW UPHOLSTERY

SOFT FURNISHINGS

54 fabric options available

Bedding, cushions and throws

01795 439159

www.gallerydirect.co.uk

